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JACQUI HEINRICH: White House chief of staff Ron Klain retweeted a message yesterday, not
once but twice, that inflation and supply chain issues are “high class issues,” but some of the
sharpest price increases over the last month included products that every American buys: beef
products, chicken, eggs, regular, unleaded gasoline, laundry equipment, furniture, clothing, the
list goes on. Why would Ron Klain tweet that and would you agree that’s a little bit tone deaf?

JEN PSAKI: Do you think two tweets means more? Just curious. So, just for context, what —
what Ron Klain retweeted was a tweet from the former Chairman of Economic Advisers, Jason
Furman, where he said for full context which, I think, is important, “most of the economic
problems we're facing, inflation, supply chains...are high class problems.” What he went onto to
say is, “we wouldn't have them if the unemployment rate was still 10 percent. We would have a
much worse problem.” So I think the point here is, while there's some critics — what some of
these critics are saying is I don’t — we don't know if they're saying that what they thought was
great when the unemployment rate was double what it is today or when people were locked in
their homes and therefore gas prices were lower. We're at this point because the unemployment
rate has come down and been cut in half because — because people are buying more goods,
because people are traveling and because demand is up and because the economy is turning back
on. So Jason Furman, of course, is more than capable of speaking or tweeting for himself,
obviously, and providing any additional context. But what the point is here is that — is that we
are at this point because we've made progress in the economy and what would be worse, in our
view, is if the unemployment rate was at 10 percent, people were out of work, hundreds of
thousands of people were still dying of Covid and people were able to lose their homes —

HEINRICH: But that’s —

PSAKI: — so that's the full context. 

HEINRICH: — and that’s a much more eloquent way of putting it than the — than the high class
comment in that tweet. It's not the first time that Ron Klain's Twitter has drawn some sharp
criticism. Is that something that the White House is addressing at all given this push back, this
criticism?

PSAKI: Are we addressing the chief of staff’s Twitter habits —

HEINRICH: Yes.

PSAKI: — is not a top priority at this point in time. The chief of staff is out there speaking on his
own accord to members of Congress, to the media frequently as any chief of staff does and I
think it’s important also for anyone here to be able to tout points that they find interesting and
that’s the purpose of public speech.



(....)

4:03:14 p.m. [via CBSN]
1 minute and 22 seconds

STEVEN PORTNOY: Back to the issue of the supply chain. 

PSAKI: Yeah. 

PORTNOY: In addition to announcing the deal yesterday between the Long Shoreman’s Union
and the Port of Los Angeles, the President also called on the private sector and the elements in it
to essentially boost their through put. 

PSAKI; Yeah.

PORTNOY: That requires — or could require many workers who are already stressed out,
overworked, to work longer hours. How do you thread that where, you know, we’ve seen that
across the economy, workers are increasingly resigning from their jobs, they’re burnt out. This
President obviously believes that there are certain things that the private sector has to do for the
betterment of the country. How do you thread those two things? 

PSAKI: Well, you thread them by having everyone at the table: representatives of the labor
unions ensuring that they can go back to the workers and convey safety is a high priority,
treatment is a high priority, pay and overtime is a high priority. It's important to have the
companies at the table so they understand what the labor unions are expecting. And it's
important, of course, to have, whether it's the ports or other modes and means of transportation at
the table, so they also can convey what their needs are. And what he was asking for, you know, if
you look at moving goods for example, you know, UPS and FedEx are about 40 percent of the
market of how good are transported. He’s asking others who are moving goods to also step up
their game. Other companies and suppliers to also step up their game, and this is a model for how
it could be done.

(....)

4:09:58 p.m.
14 seconds

FRANCO ORDOÑEZ: President Biden talked earlier about how vaccine requirements have been
helpful. I just wanted to ask if there's any more serious consideration of requiring vaccinations
for domestic flights ahead of holiday season? 

PSAKI: I don't have anything to preview on that at this point in time. 

(....)



4:15:40 p.m.
29 seconds

YAMICHE ALCINDOR: The other question I have is about Covid. I’m wondering if you could
explain the American people why there isn’t proof of vaccination or testing required on domestic
flights? Is the President getting briefed on that? Is there any sort of assessment on whether it will
change. We’re hearing experts say that U.S. should follow what Canada’s doing, which is doing
— taking those policies to their domestic flights. 

PSAKI: Again, we’re always looking at options for how we can keep more people safe in this
country. I just don't have a prediction of additional options at this point in time.

(....)

4:24:26 p.m.
2 minutes and 9 seconds

JOHN GIZZI: First, so much has been in the news lately about Taiwan and the flights from
China and the statements from President Xi essentially underscoring what his predecessors have
said that Taiwan will be part of the motherland. Will the U.S. live up to the commitment of the
Taiwan Relations Act of 1978 and send in U.S. forces if Taiwan is ever attacked? 

PSAKI: Well, the U.S. commitment to Taiwan is rock solid and contributes to the maintenance
of peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait and in the region. This is why we will continue to
assist Taiwan in maintaining a sufficient self-defense capability. Our approach and our U.S.
defense relationships, as you referenced, is guided by the Taiwan Relations Act and we will
uphold the commitment under the act. We will continue to support Taiwan's self-defense and we
will continue to oppose any unilateral changes to the status quo. Our support for and defense
relationship with Taiwan remains aligned against the current threat posed by the People's
Republic of China. I am not in position to comment on specific operations, engagements, or
training, but I would like to highlight that our support for and defense relationship for Taiwan
remains aligned. 

GIZZI: Thank you. My other question is a political question. Going back to his days of senator
and vice president, the President has worked sedulously as a party leader and Democrat.

PSAKI: Sedulously! Ed O’Keefe is very impressed with that word as am I. 

GIZZI: Is he following the race for governor for Texas and has he called Matthew McConaughey
and urged him to run for governor?

[ROOM LAUGHS]

PSAKI: I can confirm there has been no calls to Matthew McConaughey from this office that I
am aware of or tracking. Of course, the President sees his role as governing the country, leading
the country, unifying the country. He is also the leader of the Democratic Party. He's been in



politics — involved in politics for quite sometime. Some might say he’s a pretty good retail
politician so I can assure you he is following everything happening out there quite closely.

REPORTERS: Alright, alright, alright!


